NORTHWIRE INC.

Northwire, Inc., founded in 1972, is a manufacturer of high-quality custom-configured wire and cable products, that meet the changing needs of many industries worldwide. They are known for their service, product attributes and the shortest lead time in the industry.

Northwire’s previous industrial oven, used for the thermosetting process, was not performing efficiently. The thermosetting process is a temperature forming method that gives the wire its retractable shape and memory.

GROWTH, FOOTPRINT & TIMING CHALLENGES

Northwire was growing rapidly and was experiencing a few challenges due to the needs of their customers. There was an increased demand in production capacity and they needed larger ovens to make bigger parts, but didn’t have the space for new ovens on their factory floor.

“In addition to those growth and footprint challenges, we needed time to develop a plan to rearrange the facility,” states Dan Strobach, Product Development Manager, Northwire.

Wisconsin Oven was referred to Northwire to provide the solution. “At Wisconsin Oven Corporation, we strive to meet or exceed our customers’ expectations. We know that not all orders will happen overnight and that’s okay. By working with customers like Northwire through the buying process, we build relationships that last” says David Strand, President, Wisconsin Oven.

The team at Northwire was able to install the new ovens easily because Wisconsin Oven delivered them in one piece.
“With Wisconsin Oven’s products, the initial run-up to operating temperature takes 14 minutes and total baking time is reduced by one to three hours per batch. We used to complete one or two batches each day and now we complete four to six batches each day. We have gained 75% - 80% in time and will see a Return-on-Investment in less than nine months.” ~ Dan Strobach

CUSTOM DESIGN PROVIDES REAL ANSWERS

Northwire’s old equipment was home-built and limping along. After a review of their needs, Wisconsin Oven proposed two new ovens that would meet projected growth and support bigger parts for the future. “Northwire needed an unusual oven size of 4’ wide by 7’ long x 12’ high, which is unusually tall,” says Strand. Wisconsin Oven modified a standard oven and was able to ship it on its back in one piece for easy customer installation. “Both ovens are tipped up, bolted down, wired in, and we’re rocking and rolling” touts Strobach.

IMPROVED CYCLE TIMES, EFFICIENCY & PROFITS DELIVER A GREAT ROI

The old oven took three hours to come up to operating temperature. Once the oven reached the operating temperature the doors were opened and a batch was placed in at ambient temperature. It would then take an additional one to three hours for the oven to recover from the cooled temperature and reach the operating temperature again for the baking process to begin.

“With Wisconsin Oven’s products, the initial run-up to operating temperature takes 14 minutes and total baking time is reduced by one to three hours per batch. We used to complete one or two batches each day and now we complete four to six batches each day. We have gained 75% - 80% in time and will see a Return-on-Investment in less than nine months.” reveals Strobach.
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